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I graduated from Graphic Storytelling at TAW earlier this year. I'm a Cartoonist and a
Ghostscout. I have mostly worked creatively with comics but have experience
supervising and holding leadership positions.
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Human 2.0

https://www.jotform.com/uploads/PerKristensen/70671913721960/3776067572126977677/1496228041249.png


Type of project. You can
select multiple types if
relevant.

Logline:

Synopsis:

Media. Which media will you
use in your project? (2D, 3D,
mixed media, stopmotion
etc.)

Estimated duration of your
film/series (if applicable)

Statement of Intent

Are you applying for a spot in
Open Workshop?

Emergency contact:

Nature of the work in Open
Workshop:

Expected Results:

TV series
Graphic novel, comic or book

A machine designed to digitalize nature and save a dying world is infused with the
conscience of a man, the process made him lose his memories and now everyone
sees him as a killer robot stealing peoples identities when he takes their faces
searching for his own.

A group of scavengers finds a machine when searching for precious metal in a
lightning storm. A lower class worker named Car is blinded in an accident and when the
machine comes alive to steal the face and identity of his boss, Car can't figure out why
his boss suddenly respects him and ends up becoming his best friend. A wanted
nomad terrorist attacks the group, followed by one half of a legendary deep diving
scavenging duo turned bounty hunter. The machine impresses them both and
suddenly the newly formed scavenging party takes on a quest to find the machine's
true purpose and ultimately save the world.

The project have been chosen to be part of the Nippon Nordic workshop as an
animation series or a graphic novel. After the workshop in September I will know
whether it has potential to be funded as a TV-series and if not I will do it as a graphic
novel series.

multiple 10 episode seasons or books

I started building the world for this project during my education at TAW. After my
internship in Vermont at Ghostshrimp Global I had the entire world fleshed out and I
knew the base premise for the big main story. Before starting my finishing bachelor
project I wrote the outline for 4 short stories set in the same world. I didn't apply with
this project for OW the last time because at that point I wanted to do a shorter project
before starting this one. Now that this project have been chosen for Nippon Nordic I'm
going all in with it. I've since pitched the project to multiple mentors, (Ghostshrimp,
Steven Bissette, Kent and Mark Osborne) and have found the necessary confidence to
start a project of this size. I don't own a computer and are in desperate need of a
prober workstation to go beyond sketching for this project. I've spend the last month in
Japan finding inspiration and learning about the culture to further better my chances for
funding in the end of September when I get to pitch the project to key figures in the
European and Japanese animation industry during VAF.

YES

Jette Kristiansen 20976627

First I intend to finish world and character designs for the project and write a complete
script and episode guide for the main story. If time allows I will then finish the shortest
of the 4 short stories set in the same world. After Nippon Nordic I intend to either start
putting together a team, consisting of story boarders and animators with the help of an
experienced producer or start the production of a graphic novel series.

I have 3 potential goals for my time at OW. The first goal is a complete pitch bible build
around the main story and the world for Human 2.0. The second is a pilot or animated
trailer for the same project. The third is the first chapter or book of the series as a
graphic novel. After considering the feedback I will get from the workshop in September
I might change strategies and do the first chapter as a graphic novel and use that as a
pitch bible/trailer to get the series funded. I'm not experienced in how an animation
series gets off the ground and I hope to get that knowledge from OW.



Project needs:

Housing needs. Are you
applying for Open Workshop
housing? (private bedroom
with a shared kitchen and
bathroom)

Preferred date of arrival:

Preferred date of departure:

Crew:

Links

Attachments:

Please tick off items you have
attached above (please note
that it is not necessary to
attach everything on the list):

Signature - With my signature
in this box I certify that the
submitted information is true,
and I agree to the terms and
conditions listed above.
(Please make a final check
that the dates are correct.)

I need a workstation, with a computer, a scanner and expert advice from producers or
show-runners. My network is filled with storytellers, directors and artists to help me with
everything else. I will also need housing help. The Nippon Nordic program will have a
place for me to stay during the workshop in September.

YES

08-14-2017

02-14-2018

I am the only person involved in this project at this point in time.

My brother is currently helping me develop a website attached to the project.

My bachelor project, I'm planning to do the graphic novel in a similar style as this.

https://www.graphic-storytelling.com/#/obsolete/

My Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/bobkristiansen/

Not yet active website, it is currently being build as a digital gallery set in the world of
Human 2.0:

https://www.blk.gallery

Human 2.0 pitch.docx.pdf

the Short pitch for Nippon Nordic

https://www.jotform.com/uploads/PerKristensen/70671913721960/3776067572126977677/Human 2.0 pitch.docx.pdf

